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Abstract
The efficacy of small basis sets and the counterpoise procedure to accu-
rately reproduce higher-order correlation corrections, which are routinely em-
ployed to estimate CCSD(T) interaction energies at the complete basis set
(CBS) limit using an additive scheme, was examined through the study of
four dispersion-dominated dimer systems. The dimers of acetylene (HCCH),
cyanogen (NCCN), diphosphorous (P2) and 1,4-diphosphabutadiyne (PCCP)
were studied in three different configurations: cross, parallel-displaced and t-
shaped at the intermolecular distance corresponding to the minimum point on
the CCSD(T) potential energy curve (PEC) for each system using MP2, CCSD
and CCSD(T) methods in conjunction with 8 basis sets from Dunning’s corre-
lation consistent set of basis sets both with and without diffuse functions. Six
standard extrapolation techniques were used to produce CBS limit estimates
of the higher-order correlation corrections based on the differences between
CCSD(T) and MP2 interaction energies, denoted δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 , and seven standard
extrapolation techniques were used to produce the corresponding differences be-
tween CCSD(T) and CCSD interactions energies, denoted δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD . Triple-ζ
quality basis sets are required to accurately reproduce the δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher-
order correlation correction to within 0.1 kcal mol−1 while double-ζ quality
basis sets with diffuse functions can reproduce the δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD higher-order cor-
relation correction to within 0.1 kcal mol−1. Only when the aDZ basis set
was used to compute δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 did the counterpoise procedure improve agree-
ment of the higher-order correlation corrections to the CBS limit compared
with non-corrected results. The counterpoise procedure rarely yielded a better
description of the δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD higher-order correlation correction relative to the
values obtained without the counterpoise procedure.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Van der Waals Interactions
Relatively weak intermolecular interactions between non-bonded molecules and atoms
can be collectively referred to as van der Waals forces or non-covalent interactions.
The term includes instantaneous dipole - instantaneous dipole interactions which are
present in the interactions between all atoms and molecules and are a result of long
range electron correlation.1 Van der Waals interactions are essential to protein struc-
ture from the folding of polypeptide chains into their secondary and tertiary structures
to the association of multiple polypeptides to form quaternary structures. Although
more energy is required to break a single covalent bond than an individual van der
Waals interaction, it is the numerous weak interactions that predominate as a stabiliz-
ing force in protein structure.2 An example of a quaternary van der Waals interaction
that is vital to human health is the folding of hemoglobin. This protein consists of four
protein subunits - two alpha and two beta chains - and a prosthetic heme group that
interact with one another through a series of van der Waals interactions to form the
functional conformation of the protein. Any deviation from this conformation would
impair the ability of hemoglobin to bind oxygen which would in turn impair the abil-
ity of red blood cells, which are largely comprised of hemoglobin, to deliver oxygen
to the body tissues via blood flow through the circulatory system.2 These weak,
non-covalent interactions also play a role in drug binding,3–6 crystal packing,7, 8 di-
rected self-assembly of nanomaterials9 and the structure and function of biomolecules
in addition to proteins such as the double helical structure of DNA.10 In addtion,
non-covalent interactions are responsible for the very existence of the liquid phase
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and all related effects such as solvent phenomena.1 The ubiquity of these interactions
makes their accurate characterization of vital importance. Accurate characterization
of these interactions requires computational modeling using robust quantum mechan-
ical electronic structure methods that include dynamic electron correlation.
1.2 Motivation for Quantum Mechanics
Many observations drove the development of quantum mechanics by demonstrating
the inadequacy of classical physics to describe experimental outcomes. These ob-
servations include the blackbody effect, line spectra of atoms and molecules, heat
capacities of solids, the photoelectric effect, and Compton scattering. These experi-
mental observations required the introduction of two revolutionary concepts. First,
physical quantities such as energy and momentum are not continuously variable but
quantized, and second, the particle property of momentum and the wave property of
wavelength are related and, consequently, matter exhibits wave-particle duality.
1.2.1 Quantization
A blackbody is an idealized physical body that absorbs all electromagnetic radiation
regardless of its frequency or angle of incidence.11 It is possible to measure the spec-
tral density of radiation emitted from a blackbody as a function of frequency for a
given temperature. When experimental results are plotted against theoretical curves
predicted from classical theory for the same temperature, the two curves behave sim-
ilarly at low frequencies but the theoretical curve increases infinitely with increasing
frequency while the experimental curve reaches a maximum spectral density and then
tapers off to zero with increasing frequency. The area under these curves gives the
total energy per unit volume of the field of the blackbody. Thus, classical physics
predicts that a blackbody will emit an infinite amount of energy at all temperatures
above absolute zero!11 Max Planck developed insights that led to an understanding
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of blackbody radiation. He realized that he could only obtain agreement between
experiment and theory if he assumed energy radiated by the blackbody was related
to frequency by
E = nhν (1)
where h is Planck’s constant, n is a positive integer, ν is the frequency which is
continuous and E is the energy which is quantized for a given ν. This was a radical
departure from classical theory in which energy is continous and can take on any
value. The quantization of physical properties, such as energy, was substantiated by
observations made in the field of atomic and molecular spectroscopy, and observations
made with respect to the heat capacity of solids.
When light emitted from thermally excited electrons is dispersed with a prism or
grating, it is seen to consist of collections of narrow, discrete lines at wavelengths
characteristic to the species involved. Likewise, when atoms and molecules are ex-
posed to a continuous spectrum of light, the transmitted light contains a series of
dark bands corresponding to wavelengths also characteristic of the species involved.
These discrete spectra are a direct consequence of the quantization energy in these
atomic and molecular systems in which only photons of light with energies that ex-
actly correspond to the difference between two energy levels of the electronic structure
can be absorbed or emitted.12 It should be noted that molecular spectra are more
complex than atomic spectra because additional energy terms arise from vibrational
and rotational degrees of freedom.12 As a consequence of the increased number of
modes, an increased number of allowed energy transitions exist which leads to the
formation of complex bands seen in molecular spectroscopy. Despite this complexity,
the same principles apply to atomic and molecular spectroscopy.
Based on the observations made from spectral data, Bohr extended Rutherford’s
picture of a planetary atom by proposing that electrons, which are bound by Columbic
attraction to the positively charged nucleus, move in discrete circular orbits in which
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the angular momentum of the circular orbits is fixed in units of Planck’s constant,
h, and the energy of the orbits is also fixed and indexed by the principle quantum
number.13 Bohr postulated that light could only be emitted when an electron makes
a transition from a higher to a lower energy level with energy lost from the electron
by an emission of a photon. This deviated from classical radiation theory in which
stationary states can radiate energy to produce a continuous emission spectrum.13
Bohr’s simple model would later provide the foundation for the more sophisticated
modern quantum theory developed by Schro¨dinger, Heisenberg and others.
Additional evidence corroborating quantization of physical properties comes from
the heat capacities of crystalline solids. Each atom in a crystal requires three coordi-
nates to describe its position and thus has three degrees of freedom associated with
it. A solid of N atoms therefore has 3N degrees of freedom, each with its own set
of energy levels. Energy is gained or lost by molecules in molecular collisions. An
estimate of the amount of energy gained or lost in a molecular collision is kbT were kb
is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. A molecule will only
take up energy if the spacing between adjacent energy levels is approximately equal to
kbT. In classical mechanics, however, the equipartition theorem of energy states that
in thermal equilibrium the same average energy is associated with each independent
degree of freedom.14 As evidenced by the work of Dulong and Petit, who discovered
that the heat capacity of many crystalline solids at room temperature is 3R, where R
is the ideal gas constant, predictions based on classical mechanics hold at high tem-
peratures at which the quantum nature of energy levels becomes unimportant.11 A
large discrepency exists between the prediction of heat capacities of solids by classical
physics and experimentally obtained heat capacities at low temperatures due to the
fact that the heat capacity of solids is an inherently quantized phenomenon that ex-
hibits significant temperature dependence at low temperatures. At low temperatures,
kbT is small, and there is insufficient thermal energy to access excited vibrational
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states. As such, energy cannot be absorbed by the system and the heat capacity of
the crystalline solid approaches zero as temperature approaches absolute zero; this is
in accordance with the third law of thermodynamics.
1.2.2 Wave-Particle Duality
Despite the agreement with experiment, resistance to Planck’s explanation of black-
body radiation, that the energy of radiation comes in discrete packets or quanta, was
strong until Einstein’s explanation of the photoelectric effect gave Planck’s hypothe-
sis credence. The process of electron ejection from a solid surface by light is called
the photoelectron effect. Classical theory predicts that only a small fraction of light
incident over the entire surface of a solid will be absorbed by any single electron.
Classical theory also predicts that electrons will only be emitted from the solid if
the light is sufficiently intense and that the kinetic energy of each ejected electron
increases with light intensity. Results from experiment negated these classical predic-
tions. Experiment demonstrates that the number of emitted electons is proportional
to the light intensity, that their kinetic energy is independent of the light intensity
and dependent on the light frequency, that no electrons are emitted unless the fre-
quency of light is above a threshold frequency (regardless of the light intensity) and
that even at very low light intensities (intensities so low that all the energy incident
on the solid surface is only slightly greater than the threshold energy needed to eject
a single electron) electrons are still emitted.11 The inability of classical theory to
explain experimental results once again resulted in the formation of a new theory.
Albert Einstein hypothesized that the energy of light is proportional to its frequency:
E = βν (2)
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where β is a constant to be determined later. Not only did Einstein’s hypothesis
challenge classical electrodynamics, in which there is no relationship between the
energy and the frequency of a light wave, but he determined that β is identical to
Planck’s constant h. Thus, the equation that relates the energy of light to its frequency
is
E = hν (3)
The result suggested that h is a “universal constant” that appears in seemingly un-
related phenomena. Its appearance in the context of the photoelectric effect caused
Planck’s hypothesis explaining blackbody radiation to gain greater acceptance. The
fact that low intensities of light could cause the ejection of an electron led to the con-
clusion that all of the incident light energy can be concentrated in a single electronic
excitation. The concept of a photon, a spatially localized packet of light, followed.
Spatial localization is a characteristic of particles and thus it was concluded that light,
a wave by classical definition, can exhibit wave-particle duality. Louis de Broglie rea-
soned that matter can also exhibit wave-particle duality. Diffraction of particles by
a double slit later confirmed that particles such as electrons, neutrons and atoms
also exhibit wave-particle duality which, along with quantization, is a property that
distinguishes quantum mechanics from classical mechanics.11
A second observation illustrating wave-particle duality is the Compton Effect.
The Compton Effect concerns the inelastic scattering of x-rays by electrons. When
an incident x-ray of wavelength λ interacts with a target object, the scattered x-rays
travel at an angle to the original direction of propagation of the incident x-ray with
a different wavelength, λ’, and less energy. This interaction also produces an ejected
electron. To explain these experimental observations, it is necessary to describe the
situation just as one would when explaining the effects of two particles (e.g. two
billiard balls) colliding and scattering from one another. The x-ray scatters and
causes an electron to be ejected from the target object in a direction that conserves
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the momentum of the system. When momentum and energy conservation equations
are taken into account, the scattering angles and the observed wavelength shift, ∆λ,
of the x-ray can be explained. The success of using the conservation of energy and
momentum to describe the experimental data from the Compton Effect is powerful
evidence that electromagnetic radiation has momentum like a particle and thus gives
credence to the principle of wave-particle duality postulated by de Broglie.11
1.3 The Schro¨dinger Equation
Building off the work of Louis de Broglie, Erwin Schro¨dinger developed the modern
quantum theory that integrated wave-particle duality into classical physics. The
Schro¨dinger equation is essentially a wave equation that can be used to describe
particles. The non-relativistic, time-independent Schro¨dinger equation is the basis of
all quantum mechanical calculations associated with this research project
HˆΨ = EΨ (4)
When this equation is applied to the case of atoms and molecules, E is the total
energy of the system, Ψ is the n-electron wave function that depends on both the
identities and positions of the nuclei as well as the coordinates of all the electrons,
and Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator that specifies the kinetic (Tˆ ) and potential (Vˆ )
operators of all the nuclei and electrons.11
Hˆ = Tˆnuc + Tˆelec + Vˆnuc,nuc + Vˆnuc,elec + Vˆelec,elec (5)
Nuclei move much more slowly than electrons due to their greater mass. As a result,
the nuceli can be approximated as stationary relative to the electrons. This assump-
tion is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the result of which is that the kinetic
energy of the nuclei is zero and the nuclear-nuclear repulsion term (Vˆnuc,nuc) becomes
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constant. This simplifies the Hamiltonian to Eq. 6:
Hˆelec = Tˆelec + Vnuc,nuc + Vˆnuc,elec + Vˆelec,elec (6)
Once the Born-Oppenheimer approximation has been invoked, the electronic Schro¨dinger
equation needs to be solved. There are no analytic solutions to the n-body problem
when n is greater than two (where the two bodies are an electron and the nucleus).11
As such, the Schro¨dinger equation, like methods in classical physics, must be solved
numerically for systems containing more than a single electron. Exact solutions are
therefore available for the energy levels of the hydrogen atom and single electron
ions but not for multi-electron atoms. Thus, for most chemical applications, the
Schro¨dinger equation must be solved by approximate methods.
1.4 Approximate Computational Methods
1.4.1 Hartree-Fock Method
The variational method is a commonly used numerical procedure in both classical
and quantum physics. The idea behind the variational method is to guess a “trial”
wavefunction for a problem that consists of adjustable parameters. These parameters
are adjusted until the energy of the trial wavefunction is minimized. The motivation
for this procedure comes from the Variational Theorem which states that the energy
of any trial wavefunction is always an upper bound to the exact ground state energy.15
Thus, any variations to the trial wavefunction that result in a decrease in its energy
are getting the approximate energy closer to the exact answer. Hartree-Fock theory
is a variational method.
Hartree-Fock theory recovers 99% of the overall energy of the system but im-
portant chemistry occurs in the remaining 1%. This “missing” energy is the electron
correlation energy that is defined as the difference between the exact electronic energy
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of the system and the Hartree-Fock energy.16 The Hartree-Fock method misses this
energy because it partially ignores electron correlation. In a system of n interacting
bodies the instantaneous motions of the bodies are correlated. Mean-field approxima-
tions, such as Hartree-Fock theory, neglect the instantaneous correlated motions of
the bodies and instead assume that each electron interacts with an average charge dis-
tribution due to the other n-1 electrons.11 This is incorrect. Fortunately, procedures
exist such that one can converge to “the right answer”, the answer most congruent
with experimental results and theoretical predictions. The first component of conver-
gent approaches in quantum chemistry treats the electron correlation problem (see
the horizontal axis in Figure 1).9
1.4.2 Correlated Methods
Correlated methods are post Hartree-Fock methods. Many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT), of which Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory is a specific case, and
coupled-cluster (CC) theory are two of the most popular approaches developed to
systematically improve the computational description of electron correlation that is
neglected by Hartree-Fock theory.9 The missing electron correlation energy is recov-
ered by constructing the wavefunction out of many different electron configurations
that are generated by exciting electrons from the occupied orbitals of the Hartree-Fock
reference configuration to unoccupied orbitals. Expansions (a perturbative power se-
ries expansion in MBPT or an exponential expansion in CC for example) are used to
construct approximate many-electron wavefuctions.9 When all possible excitations
have been incorporated then the exact solution to the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger
equation has been obtained. For instance, MP2 → MP3 → MP4, where the numbers
indicate the order in the perturbation expansion, is one possible progression toward
the full configuration interaction (FCI) limit. However, this series does diverge oc-
casionally from the FCI limit.17, 18 The CC expansion, including single (S), double
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(D), triple (T), etc. excitations/substitutions, always converges to the FCI limit. The
“gold standard” of convergent quantum chemistry is the CCSD(T) method, which
includes all single and double substitutions as well as a perturbative approximation
of the connected triples, since it generally provides results that are chemically reli-
able and can be applied to moderately sized systems.9 CCSD(T) is the most reliable
method for describing non-covalent/van der Waals interactions that can still be ap-
plied to systems containing approximately two dozen atoms. The accuracy afforded
by this method, however, comes with a substantial monetary and temporal computa-
tional cost. The unfavorable O(N7) scaling of computational cost where N represents
the size of the system, means that this robust method can only be applied to relatively
small systems of approximately tweleve non-hydrogen atoms.
1.4.3 Basis Sets
The second component of convergent approaches in quantum chemistry improves
the atomic orbital (AO) basis sets (see the vertical axis in Figure 2). In quantum
chemistry, a basis set refers to a set of non-orthogonal one particle functions used to
build molecular orbitals (MOs).19 AOs are represented by atom-centered Gaussian
functions that are relatively simple to compute and mimic analytical wavefunctions
for one-electron atoms (i.e. the s, p, and d atomic orbitals). Quantum chemists are
interested in approximating a molecular wavefunction Ψ. As such, molecular orbitals
(MOs) are built out of AOs in the linear combination of atomic orbitals to form
molecular orbitals (LCAO-MO) approximation. A larger basis set only improves the
results to a computation (i.e. gets one closer to “the right answer”) if the series of
basis sets is designed to converge systematically to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.
Dunning’s set of correlation consistent basis sets are constructed to converge smoothly
to the CBS limit.20–22 These basis sets are typically denoted cc-pVXZ and refer to a
Dunning correlation consistent, polarized valence, X -zeta basis where X denotes the
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maximum angular momentum of the Gaussian atomic orbitals in the basis set and is
also referred to as the cardinal number of the basis (D for double-ζ basis set, T for
triple-ζ basis set, etc.).9
1.4.4 Basis Set Superposition Error
In studying weakly bound clusters, one is often interested in calculating the super-
molecule interaction energy. To do so, the energy difference between a cluster of
homogeneous monomers and the non-interacting fragments is calculated using Eq. 7.
Eint = E[(molecule)n]− nE[molecule] (7)
In the more general case of a heterogeneous cluster composed of N fragments (denoted
fi where i is the index), the interaction energy is calculated using Eq. 8.
Eint = E[cluster]− E[f1]−E[f2]− E[f3]− · · · −E[fN ] (8)
Whenever energies of the monomer fragments are compared to the energy of the
cluster using the procedure outlined in Eq. 7 or Eq. 8 and these energies are com-
puted using small, finite basis sets, an inconsistency is introduced. Essentially, the
n monomers that comprise a cluster use a larger basis set when the computation is
performed on the cluster than when the computation is performed on the individual
monomers.9 Consider the interaction between monomers A and B to form the dimer
AB. As the intermolecular distance between monomers A and B decreases, monomer
B can use additional basis functions from monomer A to describe its electron dis-
tribution and vice versa. The result is an artifical strengthening of intermolecular
interactions and a stabilization of the interaction energies as intermolecular distance
decreases. It is not the addition of extra accessibile basis functions that causes this
error but the inconsistent treatment of the basis set for each monomer as the inter-
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molecular distance is varied that amounts to a problem (i.e. performing computations
on the separate monomers in one basis set and performing the computations on the
now dimerized monomers in a different basis set).23 This inconsistency was noted as
early as 196824 and was later termed basis set superposition error (BSSE).25
1.4.5 Correcting for Basis Set Superposition Error
Jansen and Ros in 196926 and S.F. Boys and F. Bernardi in 197027 independently
developed the “counterpoise procedure”, which is the most common method to re-
move BSSE. The goal of counterpoise (CP) procedure is to compute the energy of
the individual monomers in the basis set of the cluster so as to treat the basis set
of each monomer consistently as intermolecular distance is varied. The method es-
sentially makes the errors in the energy calculations for the two separate monomers
nearly equal to the corresponding errors in the dimer cluster calculation. The errors
are then expected to cancel when the enrgy difference between the cluster and the
non-interacting monomers set at an infinite intermolecular distance, which are now
calculated using the cluster basis set, is calculated.27 Boys and Bernardi noted that
the CP procedure requires additional computational time, compared with methods
that do not involve the CP procedure, to compute system interaction energies but
that the extra effort is “well worth while if it gives the possibility that much more
accurate values of the intermolecular interactions may be obtained.”27 There is an on-
going debate in the scientific community regarding the efficacy of the CP procedure to
correct for BSSE associated with interaction energy calculations of dispersion domi-
nated systems. Some groups profess their validity stating that counterpoise corrected
values are superior for dispersion dominated systems.28, 29 Other groups question this
conclusion stating that CP corrections make the results of these dispersion dominated
calculations worse more often than they make them better.30
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1.4.6 Higher-Order Correlation Corrections
In order to extend the CCSD(T) method to larger systems, many groups are employ-
ing an additive approach to estimate the CCSD(T) interaction energies with larger
basis sets.1, 31–41 In this approach, the correction term for a high level method, the
second term in Eq. 9, is obtained using a relatively small basis set, denoted B, and
is added to the CBS limit interaction energy of a lower level method denoted Low:
E
High/CBS
int ≈ E
Low/CBS
int + δ
High/B
Low/B (9)
The higher level method is generally CCSD(T) while the lower level method is gen-
erally MP2 or CCSD, both of which are associated with a smaller scaling term,
O(N5) and O(N6) repectively, and can therefore be applied to larger systems than
can CCSD(T). The CCSD(T) correction term represents the difference between the
CCSD(T) and MP2 or CCSD interaction energies computed using a common basis
set. The CCSD(T) correction term describes correlation effects that are omitted in
the MP2 and CCSD methods and thus produces a solution that is closer to the FCI
limit than the interaction energy of the lower level method alone. In previous work
performed by the Tschumper Group,30 it was noted that triple-ζ and double-ζ quality
basis sets were required to accurately reproduce the estimated CBS limit higher order
correlation corrections, δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 and δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD respectively, to within 0.1 kcal mol
−1
of the CBS limit for dispersion dominated systems. However, the conclusions drawn
were subject to criticism as their validity was contingent on the quality of the CBS
limit estimates in the paper which were calculated using aTZ/aQZ extrapolations. It
has been noted in previous works,42 that the non-monotonic convergence of higher
order correlation corrections to the CBS limit with increasing basis set size induces
errors in certain extrapolation schemes. The aTZ/aQZ extrapolation scheme was im-
plicated in the above work. The goal of the work presented in this thesis is to produce
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high quality estimates of the complete basis set (CBS) limit for the higher order cor-
relation corrections of small yet challenging dispersion dominated dimers. The CBS
limits used in Ref. 30 will be compared to the high quality estimates produced in
this work to ascertain their caliber and to determine if the conclusions reached in Ref.
30 regarding the ability of some basis sets and the CP procedure to reproduce the
higher-order correlation corrections to within benchmark standards are valid.
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2 Computational Methods
2.1 Model Systems
A drawback of the correlated electronic structure techniques (CC and MBPT) is that
their computational demands - namely memory, CPU time and disk space - increase
sharply with the size of the system.9 So, although interest lays in dispersion domi-
nated systems for their biological significance, it is not feasible to perform demanding
computations that are required to obtain accurate extrapolation results to the CBS
limit on large biomolecules. As such, prototype systems are studied. The benzene
dimer can mimic the major intermolecular stabilizing forces found in interactions
betweeen large biomolecules such as the nucleotides of DNA. Therefore, the benzene
dimer is a widely studied prototype of pi-pi interactions. Computational costs involved
in studying benzene are still high, however. Even smaller prototype systems, such
as acetylene, are used to study pi-type interactions. Rigid, linear monomer geome-
tries were adopted for all computations. Experimental bond lengths were taken from
Herzberg43, 44 for acetylene (HCCH) r(CC) = 1.2030 A˚ and r(CH) = 1.0600 A˚; for
diphosphorous (P2) r(PP) = 1.8943 A˚; and for cyanogen (NCCN) r(CC) = 1.3839 A˚
and r(CN) = 1.1578 A˚. 1,4-diphosphabutadiene (PCCP) has been observed experi-
mentally but structural characterization was not possible. Thus, no experimentally
obtained geometrical parameters have been reported in the literature.45 As such,
bond lengths for PCCP used in this work were adopted from a past paper from the
group30 in which a low-level geometry optimization with the B2PLYP-D dispersion
corrected double-hybrid functional with the cc-pVDZ basis set was used. The ge-
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ometry optimization employed a loose convergence criterion of 1.5× 10−3 Eh bohr
−1
and was calculated with Gaussian 09.46 The bond lengths obtained for PCCP using
the aforementioned method (r(CC)=1.35560 A˚ and r(CP)=1.58597 A˚) were found to
be consistent with CCSD(T) optimizations with correlation consistent triple-ζ basis
sets.47
The dimer structures were computed in three different configurations: cross (X), t-
shaped (T) and parallel-displaced (PD). These prototype configurations are depicted
in Figure 2 for (PCCP)2, but are applicable to all dimers studied in this work.
The D2d X-configuration (Figure 2a) is defined by one intermolecular parameter,
the intermolecular distance (R) between the mid-points of the central bond of each
monomer. The torsional angle between the monomers is exactly 90 degrees. The
C2v T-configuration (Figure 2b) is also defined by one intermolecular parameter. The
intermolecular distance (R) is measured from the mid-point of the central bond of one
monomer, which is perpendicular to the molecular C2 rotational axis of symmetry, to
the nearest atom in the second monomer, which is collinear with the molecule’s C2
rotational axis of symmetry. The C2h parallel-displaced configuration (Figure 2c) is
defined by two intermolecular parameters. R again indicates the separation between
the monomers and is measured, in this case, as the distance between the C-C axes
(or P-P axes for the diphosphorous monomers) of the two linear monomers in each
system. The second intermolecular parameter is the horizontal slip distance (RS) and
is a measure of the horizontal distance between the mid-points of the central bonds
of each monomer. RS was fixed at 3.00 A˚ for the acetylene dimer (HCCH)2, 2.80 A˚
for the cyanogen dimer (NCCN)2, 2.31 A˚ for the diphosphorous dimer (P2)2, and 2.66
A˚ for the 1,4-diphosphabutadiene dimer(PCCP)2. These values correspond roughly
to the average of the MP2 and CCSD(T) optimized RS parameters were obtained
with triple-ζ quality basis sets with diffuse functions.30 In this work, R was also fixed
(Table 1). These values correspond to the intermolecular distance at which an energy
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minima occurred on the CCSD(T)/CBS potential energy curve.
2.2 Level of Theory
The basis sets employed in this study are Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets.
Basis sets augmented with diffuse functions (aug-cc-pVXZ or aXZ; X=D, T, Q,
5, 6) as well as those without diffuse functions (cc-pVXZ or XZ; X=T, Q, 5) were
employed. Energy point calculations for each of the four homogeneous dimers at three
configurations were performed with each of the aforementioned basis sets at the MP2,
CCSD and CCSD(T) levels of theory. Computations for counterpoise corrections were
performed for every system for comparision. Strict thresholds and convergence criteria
were applied due to the weak nature of the interactions between dimers. These criteria
ensured that the correlation energies converged to at lest 1×10−8 Eh. In addition, the
frozen core approximation was adopted for all calculations. The Molpro48 software
package was used to perform all energy point computations.
2.3 Extrapolation to CBS Limit
Correlation consistent basis sets, which are built to systematically converge to the
CBS limit as the cardinal number of the basis set (X ) increases, were employed in
this study. Therefore, it is possible to use extrapolation techniques to estimate the
CBS limit. The three-parameter exponential function suggested by Feller49 was used
to extrapolate to the Hartree-Fock (HF) CBS limit energy from the corresponding
aXZ HF energies.
E
aXZ
HF = E
CBS
HF + a exp(−bX) (10)
For a sequence of three basis sets, the fit can be reduced to an algebraic expression.
Best results are obtained when the most accurate data points, those calculated with
the largest basis sets, are used in the extrapolation.50 For this study, the sequence of
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three basis sets used was aXZ where X=Q, 5, 6.
E
CBS
HF = E
a6Z
HF −
(Ea6ZHF − E
a5Z
HF )
2
E
a6Z
HF − 2E
a5Z
HF + E
aQZ
HF
(11)
Other extrapolation techniques must be employed to describe the convergence be-
havior of the electron correlation energy (Ecorr) as this energy value converges more
slowly that the HF energy. The following expression, a manipulation of a formula
suggested by Helgaker et al.,50 is popular in extrapolation procedures of the electron
correlation energy since it only uses the two largest basis sets and thus reduces to
an algebraic expression. One need only to insert the correlation energies of the two
largest basis sets, denoted by the cardinal numbers Xmax and Xmax − 1, into the
equation to calculate an estimated electron correlation CBS limit.
E
CBS
corr =
E
X
max
corr (Xmax)
3 −EXmax−1corr (Xmax − 1)
3
(Xmax)
3 − (Xmax − 1)
3 (12)
In this study, two different extrapolations were performed using the above equation:
one in which Xmax = 5 and Xmax−1 = 4 and another in which Xmax = 6 and Xmax−1
= 5. Extrapolations employing only two data points can be subject to error if there
is an outlier in the data. Extrapolations using four data points are more resilient in
this regard. Thus, four additional extrapolation schemes, each fitting their respective
parameters using the four most accurate data points obtained with the aug-cc-pVXZ
family of basis sets (X=T, Q, 5, 6), were used to obtain estimates of the CBS limit
electron correlation energy. Equation 13, is a simple two-parameter inverse cubic
function suggested by Helgaker et al.50
Ecorr = E
CBS
corr +
b
X3
(13)
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An incarnation of Helgaker’s formula was also used
Ecorr = E
CBS
corr +
b
(X + 1
2
)3
(14)
as well as a two-parameter fit to a quartic polynomial (Schwartz4 ) and a three-
parameter fit to a sixth-degree polynomial (Schwartz6 ):51
Ecorr = E
CBS
corr +
a
(X + 1
2
)4
+
b
(X + 1
2
)6
{b = 0 Schwartz4, b 6= 0 Schwartz6 (15)
An additional extrapolation scheme for coupled cluster methods based on a gen-
eralized form of a two-point extrapolation was developed by Schwenke:52
E
CBS
corr = (E
X
max
corr −E
X
max
−1
corr )F + E
X
max
−1
corr (16)
In the above equation, EXmaxcorr and E
X
max
−1
corr are the correlation energies evaluated with
the two largest available basis sets. In this study, the basis sets used were a6Z and a5Z
such that Xmax = 6 and Xmax− 1 = 5. The term F in Equation 16 is a function that
can potentially take on any value, however, Schwenke used accurate estimates of the
correlation energies of a few small molecules along with a least-squares fit to produce
a set of coefficients to use as F in the extrapolation of coupled cluster energies.53 In
this study, an F value of 2.2656206 was used to extrapolate to the CCSD CBS limit
electron correlation energy, while an F value of 2.2479617 was used to extrapolate
to the (T) CBS limit electron correlation energy. The CCSD(T) CBS limit electron
correlation energy was computed by summing the CCSD and (T) CBS limit values.
Each of the seven extrapolation schemes discussed above was performed using
data corrected with the CP procedure and data not corrected with the CP procedure
(nonCP). However, the Schwenke extrapolation procedure was not originally designed
for correlation energies from Møller-Plesset perturbation theory. Thus, a total of 12
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extrapolation schemes were performed per system, six with CP corrected data and
six with non-CP corrected data, when the energy points were computed at the MP2
level of theory and 14 extrapolation schemes were performed per system when the
energy points were computed at the coupled cluster level of theory.
Interaction energies were then obtained in a two-step procedure. First, the HF
CBS limit energy computed using Equation 11 and the CBS limit electron correlation
energies, obtained using Equations 12 through 16, were summed to calculate the total
energy of each monomer and dimer of every system under study:
E
CBS
total = E
CBS
HF + E
CBS
corr (17)
Then the energies of the monomers were subtracted from the dimer energies to yield
the CBS limit interaction energies as in Equation 8. As 12 extrapolated values for
the MP2 CBS limit correlation energy (and 14 values for the coupled cluster CBS
limit correlation energies) were obtained for each structure, the procedure outlined
above yields 12 (or 14) values for the CBS limit interaction energy per system. The
mean of these 12 (or 14) values is taken to be the CBS limit interaction energy.
A higher-order correlation correction term at the CBS limit is calculated by taking
the difference between the CCSD(T) interaction energy at the CBS limit and the
interaction energy of a lower level method, MP2 or CCSD, at the CBS limit:
δ
CCSD(T)/CBS
Low/CBS = E
CCSD(T)/CBS
int − E
Low/CBS
int (18)
This mean CBS limit is the value to which all other higher-order correlation correc-
tions, obtained with the smaller basis sets mentioned above, will be compared in this
study. Higher-order correlation corrections computed using an array of basis sets have
been compared to the CBS limit values (Equation 19) to determine which basis sets
can reproduce the CBS limit higher-order correlation corrections to within 0.1 kcal
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mol−1and to gauge the efficacy of CP corrections in estimating these higher-order
correlation corrections used in the additive approach to estimate the gold standard
CCSD(T) interaction energies using lower level methods as in Equation 9.
∆δ
CCSD(T)/B
Low/B = δ
CCSD(T)/CBS
Low/CBS − δ
CCSD(T)/B
Low/B (19)
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3 Results and Discussion
CBS limit estimates in Ref. 30 were computed using an extrapolation scheme that
employed augmented triple and quadruple - ζ quality basis sets. Energetic properties
calculated using these estimates include the CCSD(T) and MP2 interaction energies at
the intermolecular distance associated with the lowest energy point on the CCSD(T)
CBS potential energy curve. Cases have been reported where extrapolated aTZ/aQZ
values were not sufficiently accurate for benchmark energetics. From Table 1, it can
be seen that this is not the case for the CCSD(T) or MP2 interaction energies for the
systems and configurations studied in Ref. 30 and in this work. Table 1 illustrates
the quality of the CCSD(T) and MP2 interaction energy CBS limits used in this work.
For the CCSD(T) interaction energy, the largest deviation from the mean CBS limit
value, computed by taking the average of 14 extrapolation schemes employing basis
sets as large as a6Z, was 0.047 kcal mol−1. The largest deviation from the mean MP2
interaction energy CBS limit, computed by taking the average of 12 extrapolation
schemes employing basis sets as large as a6Z, was 0.030 kcal mol−1. When CBS limit
CCSD(T) interaction energies from Ref. 30 were compared to CCSD(T) interaction
energies from this work, the deviations between the two values never exceeded 0.105
kcal mol−1 and were 0.048 kcal mol−1 on average. Meanwhile, the deviations between
the CBS limit MP2 interaction energies from Ref. 30 and this work were 0.059
kcal mol−1 at most and 0.028 kcal mol−1 on average. These differences are within
benchmark accuracy of 0.1 kcal mol−1 and speak to the quality of the aTZ/aQZ CBS
limit estimates for CCSD(T) and MP2 interaction energies from Ref. 30.
A more important property with respect to the additive approach are higher order
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correlation corrections. Table 2 illustrates the quality of the higher order correlation
correction CBS limits used in this work. The 14 extrapolation procedures used to
calculate the δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD higher order correlation corrections for each dimer and config-
uration never deviated from their average by more than 0.0079 kcal mol−1 while the
12 extrapolation procedures used to calculate the δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher order correlation
corrections never deviated from their average by more than 0.0257 kcal mol−1.
When δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD higher order correlation corrections from Ref. 30 were compared
with corresponding values from this work, deviations were 0.002 kcal mol−1 on aver-
age and 0.005 kcal mol−1 at most. These differences are negligible. The deviations
associated with the δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher order correlation corrections are 0.027 kcal mol
−1
on average and 0.047 kcal mol−1 at most. While these deviations associated with the
δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher order correlation corrections are larger than those for the δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD
higher order correlation corrections by an order of magnitude, they are still within
benchmark accuracy. As such, aTZ/aQZ extrapolated δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD and δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher
order correlation corrections used in Ref. 30 are accurate estimations of the CBS
limit.
These results indicate that the conclusions drawn in Ref. 30 regarding the basis set
dependence of higher order correlation corrections, namely that aTZ and aDZ basis
sets are required to consistently reproduce the CBS limit δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD and δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher
order correlation corrections over a wide range of configurations and intermolecular
distances, hold. It was also mentioned in Ref. 30 that the CP procedure to correct for
BSSE rarely improves agreement with CBS limit higher order correlation corrections
and often increases deviations from the CBS limit. Only when the aDZ basis set was
used to compute δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 did the CP procedure consistently improve agreement of
the higher order correlation corrections to the CBS limit. As the accuracy of the
CBS limit estimates used in Ref. 30 have been confirmed here, these conclusions
regarding the CP procedure for calculating higher order correlation corrections in
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dispersion-dominated systems should also hold.
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4 Conclusions
Four small homogeneous dimers have been used to determine the basis set depen-
dence of higher order correlation corrections and to examine the efficacy of the CP
procedure in estimating these same higher-order correlation corrections that are often
employed in additive schemes to estimate the CCSD(T) interaction energies at the
CBS limit. To pinpoint the δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 and δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD higher-order correlation correction
CBS limits for the dispersion dominated systems studied here, 12 (or 14) extrapola-
tion procedures using basis sets as large as a6Z were employed. After establishing the
quality of the estimated CBS limits used in Ref. 30 calculated using an aTZ/aQZ
extrapolation procedure, it was determined that the conclusions made in Ref. 30 are
valid. Therefore, for the systems of dispersion dominated dimers studied here, aDZ
and aTZ quality basis sets are required to reproduce the δ
CCSD(T)
CCSD and δ
CCSD(T)
MP2 higher-
order correlation corrections, respectively, to within 0.1 kcal mol−1of the CBS limit.
Also, CP corrections for BSSE rarely improve agreement with the CBS limit higher-
order correlation corrections. When improvements, compared to non-CP corrected
data, are made under the CP procedure, the improvements are, at most, on the order
of a few hundredths of a kcal mol−1and generally only occur when the aDZ basis set
is used. These small gains in precision do not justify the increased computational and
temporal resources required to carry out the CP procedure.
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Figure 1: An example of a convergent quantum chemistry scheme that employs a
systematic expansion of the size of the basis set to approach the complete basis set
(CBS) limit and methods that systematically recover more of the electron correlation
energy to approach the full configuration interaction (FCI) limit.
Figure 2: Three dimer configurations adopted in this study and the parameters used
to characterize the separation between fragments.
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Table 1: A comparison of CCSD(T) and MP2 CBS limit interaction energies (in kcal
mol−1) from Ref. 30 and this work along with the intermolecular distance (R in A˚)
associated with the lowest energy point on the CCSD(T) CBS curve. The maximum
absolute and average absolute deviations (MAD and AAD in kcal mol−1) associated
with the differences between the interaction energies from Ref. 30 and this work are
listed at the bottom of the table.
CCSD(T) Eint/CBS MP2 Eint/CBS
System Rmin Ref. 30
c This worka Ref. 30c This workb
(HCCH)2
X 4.1 −0.179 −0.183± 0.006 −0.341 −0.334± 0.003
PD 2.9 −1.381 −1.360± 0.015 −1.573 −1.534± 0.009
T 2.7 −1.456 −1.487± 0.024 −1.624 −1.622± 0.013
(NCCN)2
X 3.5 −0.444 −0.520± 0.047 −0.975 −1.015± 0.030
PD 3.3 −1.702 −1.756± 0.033 −2.398 −2.422± 0.027
T 3.1 −1.873 −1.954± 0.044 −2.414 −2.455± 0.040
(P2)2
X 4.3 −0.857 −0.894± 0.014 −1.697 −1.725± 0.024
PD 3.9 −0.985 −1.001± 0.018 −1.823 −1.831± 0.025
T 4.3 −0.622 −0.619± 0.009 −1.127 −1.107± 0.012
(PCCP)2
X 3.5 −2.439 −2.544± 0.038 −5.092 −5.151± 0.023
PD 3.7 −2.380 −2.443± 0.032 −4.665 −4.686± 0.020
T 3.6 −1.661 −1.746± 0.037 −2.887 −2.934± 0.019
MAD: 0.105 0.059
AAD: 0.048 0.028
aAverage of 14 extrapolation schemes±maximum deviation from the mean
bAverage of 12 extrapolation schemes±maximum deviation from the mean
cObtained from Supporting Data at http://quantum.chem.olemiss.edu/053 DATA/
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Table 2: A comparison of CBS limit higher-order correlation corrections for all dimers
and configurations from Ref. 30 and this work. The maximum absolute and average
absolute deviations (MAD and AAD) associated with the differences between the
higher order correlation corrections Ref. 30 and this work are listed at the bottom of
the table (all values in kcal mol−1).
δ
CCSD(T)/CBS
CCSD/CBS δ
CCSD(T)/CBS
MP2/CBS
System Ref. 30 This worka Ref. 30 This workb
(HCCH)2
X −0.133 −0.1331± 0.0009 0.162 0.1512± 0.0052
PD −0.200 −0.1967± 0.0017 0.193 0.1736± 0.0097
T −0.189 −0.1867± 0.0025 0.167 0.1353± 0.0143
(NCCN)2
X −0.381 −0.3796± 0.0026 0.530 0.4969± 0.0150
PD −0.349 −0.3478± 0.0025 0.696 0.6681± 0.0132
T −0.275 −0.2704± 0.0061 0.541 0.5031± 0.0156
(P2)2
X −0.456 −0.4560± 0.0034 0.841 0.8304± 0.0109
PD −0.490 −0.4878± 0.0045 0.838 0.8289± 0.0148
T −0.301 −0.2978± 0.0024 0.505 0.4875± 0.0108
(PCCP)2
X −1.125 −1.1252± 0.0071 2.654 2.6073± 0.0257
PD −1.106 −1.1020± 0.0079 2.285 2.2437± 0.0202
T −0.648 −0.6459± 0.0054 1.226 1.1882± 0.0192
MAD: 0.005 0.047
AAD: 0.002 0.027
aAverage of 14 extrapolation schemes±maximum deviation from the mean
bAverage of 12 extrapolation schemes±maximum deviation from the mean
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